**BY CASSIS 2, 1:59.3f; 3, 1:52.4 ($575,126) by Cantab Hall 3, 1:54.19 wins. At 2, winner PASS at The Meadows. At 3, winner fastest elim. of the Hambliantra, Okla Gaken Bucket at Delaware, Landmark S, 2 PASS at The Meadows, PASS at Chester, Wyoming Valley Series (leg and Final) at Pocono and an Open (second in 2 Opens; third in an Open) at Saratoga; second in Stanley Dancer Trot at The Meadowlands and PASS at Pocono; third in Colonial Trot Final at Chester. At 3, winner in South Stakes with a current record. Cassis’s oldest foals are two-year-olds in 2016 included BROWNSTOWN BOMBER (BROWNSTOWN BOMBER) 1:59.4; 3, 1:56.2. Dam of 10 of racing age including a 3-year-old, 7 winners. Dam of:

1st Dam
RAILEE SUPER by Donenfall 2, 1:55.4. Dam of 10 of racing age including a 3-year-old, 7 winners. Dam of:

- RAILEE POSSIBLE 3, 1:56.2 (g, Anythings Possible) ($386,672). 14 wins. At 2, second in $90,000 FL Breeders S at Pompano; race timed 2:02.2f. At 3, 18 (8-3-1) and winner $61,232 FL Breeders S Final and FLSST; second in FL-Bred LC; third in FLSS, all at Pompano Park. At 4, winner 2 Preferreds and an Opener; second in 2 Preferreds and an Open; third in 2 Preferreds and an Open; third in Prefinal, Mack Lobst S leg (g), 2 Opens and 2 Preferreds, all at Pompano. At 5, winner 7 Opens and Idle Mile (leg); second in 20 Opens and Idle Mile (leg); third in 20 Opens and Idle Mile (leg), all at Pompa. At 6, winner 4 Opens at Chester; second in Mack Lobst S (leg) at Pompa; third in an Open at Chester with wins in 1:52.2, 1:52.3, 1:53.1, 1:53.1f, 1:53.1f and 1:53.4f.

- NOBODY NOTS BUTME 3, 1:56.2 (m, Super Star Ranger) ($95,467). At 2, in only season of racing, winner Ontario 2YO Filly S, & Mohawk; second in $52,000 ONSS Super Final at Woodbine; third in $10,000 ONSSS Gold Final at Wood; race timed 1:57.4 with a 2-year-old earnings of $80,497.

- RAILEE KIRK 2, 2:07.11; 3, 1:57.2f (g, Basili) ($86,321). 8 wins. At 2, winner FL Sunshine S (leg); third in $57,800 FL Breeders Final; third in FL Sunshine S (leg); race timed 2:01.2f. At 3, 16 (6-7-1) and winner FL Breeders S Final, Florida Stallion S and Sunshine S (leg); second in 2 legs and Final; second in 3YO Florida S., all at Pompano Park with seasonal earnings of $98,653.

- SUPER RAILEE 3, 2:01.2f, 1:56.2 (g, Basili) ($82,261). 14 wins. At 2, second in Breeders S (elim); race timed 2:03.3f. At 3, second in FLSST (2 legs); race timed 1:59.3f. At 5, winner Idle Mile Series (leg) second in leg; third in leg at Pompa.

- RAILEE WORKABLE 2, 2:01.11; 3, 1:58.2f; 4, 1:56.11 (h, Super Bowl) ($80,618). 7 wins. At 2, 8 (5-2-0) and winner $54,000 Florida Breeders Championship (elim and Final), FL Stallion S and Sunshine S (leg) second in Final at Pompano and Sunshine S (leg) at Sunshine Meadows; second in 2 Opens and 2 Preferreds, all at Pompano. At 3, second in FL Stallion S, and FL Breeders Championship at Pompano. Now 4, racing and a winner in 18.

This GIRLS HOT 1, 1:59.2f (m, Anythings Possible) ($16,996). 6 wins. At 2, race timed 2:05f. At 4, winner 6 races and winner Alan Myer Memorial (leg and Final; second in 2 legs).

- Renmere Pokets 2,2020.4; 4, 2:02.2f, 4, 2:00f (m, Stiking Safari) ($13,966). At 3, third in OWS Gold (elim) at Woodbine; race timed 1:56.1. Dam of MAGIC VALENTINE 3, 1:56.2.

2nd Dam
HAREM BOWL by Super Bowl 3, 1:56.2. Dam of:


- HAREM LADY 2, 1:59.1 (m, 5S Photo) ($30,255). 6 wins. At 2, Back River 4,208.1h (h, Donenfall) ($2,064). 2 wins.

3rd Dam
HOOT BE QUICK by Speedy Scot 3, 1:56.4. Sister to HOOT SPEED 3, 1:57.3 ($136,710). Dam of 12 foals, 8 winners, Dam of:

- KEYSTONE HAREM 2, 1:59.4; 3, 1:53.4 (m, Super Bowl) ($431,883). 15 wins at 2 and 3. World Champion. At 2, winner Acorn Trot, Reynolds Memorial, Arden Downs S and PASS; third in $94,250 Merrie Amabell Trot and Final Hayes Memorial; race timed 1:56.1. At 3, 12 (1-2-3) and winner Tompkins Memorial, Buckette, Review Futurity (world record 1:53.4 - 1:53.3); Hanover-Hemp S.; Arden Downs S.; Final Bluegrass S.; heat and Final World Trotting Derby and 2 PASS; second in heat Bluegrass S and PASS; third in heat Hambliantram Oak, Breeders Filly S. Died at 4.


- HOOT BOWL 2, 2:05.2; 3, 1:57.2f (m, Super Bowl) ($20,392). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner PASS; second in Gold State Trot. PASS, Hall of Fame T. and Futurity Hollow T.; race timed 1:57.3. At 3, winner Keystone Classic, Reynolds Memorial and PASS; second in Bluegrass S., Buckette, Zweig Memorial and PA-M S; third in Coaching Club Trotting Oaks; race timed 1:56.1. Dam of NOW YOU SEE HIM 1:54 (290,374), LAUGHING LOUDER 3,155.2 (119,788), BOWL OF MUSCLES 2, 1:58.2, etc.

- KEYSTONE HOOTZ 2,2203.4; 3, 2:00f (m, Giant Victory) ($12,688). 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, second in PASS. Dam of POOHIM 3, 1:59.1h ($72,255), HARRY JACKSON PLUS 3, 2:00f, etc.

**ENGAGEMENTS**

Nuncio Conceived & Foaled - Downstate Classic - Great Midwest

Arden Downs - Bluegrassa Series #4 - Hambliantra - Hocullar #1 - Horseaben #10 - Ralph Wilson #40 - Standardbred S.